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-committed, talented, passionate employees who want to create, 
do something meaningful and lasting, realise their full potential 
& make a positive impact in their area of work.

C.S. Verma
 Chairman

At the end of the day,
SAIL is really about its people



India's first three public sector steel plants started production in 1959 under Hindustan 

Steel Limited (HSL), which was incorporated as Steel Authority of India Limited 

(SAIL) in 1973. Since then, SAIL, India's largest steel maker, has been the pivot of the 

domestic steel industry. The country's first steel company with multiple production units, 

SAIL has continuously moved in tune with the times to carve a niche for itself among the 

leading steel producers of Asia. The company is presently implementing a massive 

expansion plan, designed to  its production capacity to nearly  

million tonnes (MT)  

A vibrant, market-driven enterprise managing eight steel plants across the country, SAIL 

has continuously endeavoured to meet the expectations of customers in a competitive 

marketplace through its well-timed structural changes and process improvements.

Our Vision

To be a respected world-class corporation and the leader in Indian steel business in quality, 

productivity, profitability and customer satisfaction.

Our Credo

•  We build lasting relationships with customers based on trust and mutual benefit.

• We uphold highest ethical standards in conduct of our business.

• We create and nurture a culture that supports flexibility, learning and is proactive to 

change.

• We chart a challenging career for employees with opportunities for advancement and 

rewards.

• We value the opportunity and responsibility to make a meaningful difference in 

people's lives.

The SAIL plants together produce the widest spectrum of steel products in the country, 

covering both flat and long product segments. Though a professed and dominant 

domestic supplier, SAIL is also a global player of consequence. The expansion 

programme of the SAIL plants will enable them to produce 100% steel through the basic 

oxygen furnace-continuous casting route and an expanded product mix with a larger 

proportion of value-added items. The growth plan also addresses the need of the SAIL 

plants and units towards eliminating technological gaps, interlinking product profile with 

the growth segments and focusing on customer-centric business processes. 

SAIL is also in the process of setting up 10 Steel Processing Units across the country, in 

areas where its steel plants are not located, to produce steel items of general use. These 

SPUs will help to meet the increasing demand for steel in the interiors of the country in 

tandem with the National Steel Policy's aim to achieve a four-fold increase in per capita 

steel consumption in India.
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Goods  l Oil/Gas/Water Transportation (Pipes & Tubes)  l Wire-drawing  
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Networking strengths and building relationships are the pillars of strength on 
which SAIL has set up its organisational structure. Following the principle of 
providing cost-effective and superior quality of products and services, SAIL is 
continuously introducing new products to meet stringent user requirements. 
The company also has the largest market reach in the country, making its steels 
available at customers' doorsteps through one of the most extensive 
warehouse and dealer networks. SAIL steel is widely available in the market 
from the company's warehouses and other distribution channels, in branded 
and generic varieties: 

• Plates
• Hot Rolled Sheets/Coils 
• Skelp
• Cold Rolled Sheets/Coils 
• Galvanised Sheets/Coils 
• Pipes
• Electrolytic Tin Plates
• Electrical Steel Sheets 
• Rails 
• Railway Wheels & Axles
• Structurals
• Bars & Rods 
• Billets/Blooms/Slabs
• Stainless/Alloy/Special Steels
• Pig Iron 

The company's branded products include:
• SAIL JYOTI (Galvanised sheets)
• SAIL TMT (Deformed bars)
• SALEM STAINLESS (All products of Salem Steel Plant)
•

Value-added steels
As part of its effort to be proactive to customer needs, SAIL produces a wide 
range of special, value-added steels used for specific high-end applications. 
These products cater to niche segments where the application is very 
specialised, e.g. chassis-grade steel for the auto segment, high tensile steel for 
the construction segment, line pipe steel for the oil & gas pipe segment. Apart 
from these, there is also an array of special quality plates like boiler quality, 
pressure vessel grades, warship grade, offshore platform grade, ATM grade, 
etc. The special steel portfolio has given SAIL a renewed vigour to explore new 
frontiers of technology, customer satisfaction and profit maximisation.

SAIL PLATES



INTEGRATED  STEEL PLANTS

Bhilai Steel Plant 

Located in the state of Chhattisgarh in central India, Bhilai 

Steel Plant (BSP) of SAIL is the sole indigenous supplier of 

rails, including 260-metre long rail panels, to the Indian 

Railways and a major producer of wide and heavy steel plates 

in the country. Nine-time winner of the Prime Minister’s Trophy 

for the Best Integrated Steel Plant in India, BSP has an annual 

saleable steel production capacity of 3.153 MT which is being 

raised to the level of 6.56 MT. Accredited with ISO 9001:2000 

QMS standards and ISO 14001 EMS standards, the plant also 

specialises in shaped products such as heavy rails and 

structurals, merchant bars, SAIL TMT and wire rods. 

Durgapur Steel Plant 

Producer of forged rail wheels & axles, SAIL’s Durgapur Steel 
Plant (DSP) in the state of West Bengal in eastern India also 
produces a range of medium structurals, rounds, SAIL TMT 
bars, skelp and semi-finished steels like billets and blooms. 
The plant’s saleable steel production capacity is being 
enhanced from the present level of 1.586 MT to 2.12 MT as 
part of SAIL’s expansion plan. DSP’s Continuous Casting 
Plant, the only one among the SAIL plants to have two six-
strand billet casters, has developed a variety of special quality 
billets, including grades for use in manufacture of agricultural 

implements, and for making bars and rods for construction in 
coastal regions. 

Rourkela Steel Plant 

With the most varied product mix among the SAIL plants, 
Rourkela Steel Plant (RSP) in the state of Orissa in eastern 
India has many ‘firsts’ to its credit. The first integrated steel 
plant to be set up in the public sector in India, it also pioneered 
adoption of the sophisticated LD process of steel making in 
Asia, and was SAIL’s first plant to produce 100% steel through 
the globally preferred energy-efficient continuous casting 
route. RSP’s existing 1.671 MT saleable steel capacity is being 
enhanced to a level of 3.99 MT. Known for its special steels 
which find applications in electrical machine manufacturing, 
defence, oil/gas and other sophisticated sectors, RSP’s 
product basket includes plates, hot/cold rolled and galvanised 
products, electrolytic tin plates, silicon steel (cold rolled non-
oriented) sheets/coils and electric resistance/spiral 
weld pipes. 

Bokaro Steel Plant 

India’s largest flat steel producer, SAIL’s Bokaro Steel Plant 
(BSL) in the state of Jharkhand in eastern India is designed to 
produce 3.78 MT of hot rolled coils/plates/sheets, cold rolled 
coils/sheets and galvanised plain/corrugated sheets and 
slabs. This is being raised to 4.18 MT as part of SAIL’s 
expansion plan. Equipped with the latest continuous casting 

and steel refining facilities, BSL is a major raw input supplier for 
industry sectors such as transport, pipe & tube, LPG cylinder, 
white goods, barrel & drum manufacturing, etc. 

IISCO Steel Plant 

Indian Iron and Steel Company (IISCO), one of the oldest iron & 
steel producers in the country, was amalgamated with SAIL in 
2006. Following the merger, it has been renamed as IISCO 
Steel Plant (ISP). Producing a wide variety of long products 
and various special sections like

Z-bars/pilings, colliery arch, etc., ISP is located in Burnpur in 
West Bengal. After modernization and expansion, its saleable 
steel production capacity will be 2.39 MT.



SPECIALITY STEEL PLANTS

Alloy Steels Plant

Equipped with a slab-cum-twin bloom caster, the only one of its kind in India, Alloy Steels Plant (ASP) in Durgapur is specially designed for casting special steels like austenic/ferritic stainless steel and a 
variety of non-stainless steels, including bullet proof steel. The plant, with an installed capacity to produce 178,000 tonnes of saleable steel annually and certified to ISO 9001:2000 QAS, has a diverse 
product portfolio of over 400 grades of quality alloy & special steels to cater to the requirements of niche segments like defence, nuclear, power, aerospace, railways and 
automobiles. Among ASP's key value-added products are CRM rolls, concast rollers, crane wheels, springs, hammers, grate bars, hot saw blade, bright bars, stainless steel liner and plates in a wide 
range of sizes. ASP is the major supplier of special quality steel to WAP Bangalore of Railways. The plant's annual saleable steel production capacity is planned to be increased to 430,000 tonnes.

Salem Steel Plant 

Salem Steel Plant (SSP), located in the state of Tamil Nadu in southern India, produces a wide range of cold and hot-rolled stainless steels in coils and cut lengths. Set up in 1981, the 
plant pioneered the development of ferritic stainless steel coinage in association with government mints. SSP has also developed a plethora of new applications for stainless steel. The 
plant’s products are available in austenitic, martensitic and ferritic grades in various finishes. Following expansion, which includes establishment of steel making facilities, SSP will be 
able to produce 340,000 tonnes of saleable steel.

Visvesvaraya Iron & Steel Plant 

Visvesvaraya Iron & Steel Plant (VISL) is the first alloy steel manufacturer in the country to have successfully developed, adopted and perfected the technical process for manufacture of 
various grades of alloy and special steels through the cost-effective BF-BOF-VD/VOD-ladle refining furnace-ingot/CCM route. Set up in the private sector at Bhadravati in Karnataka in 
1918, VISL was taken over by SAIL in 1989. With an installed annual capacity of 130,000 tonnes of saleable steel, the plant is able to produce over 700 varieties of quality alloy & special 
steels, and progressively increase sales to the growing market segments of defence and automobiles, besides heavy engineering and railways. VISL’s saleable steel capacity is planned to 
be enhanced to 220,000 tonnes.



SUBSIDIARY
Maharashtra Elektrosmelt Limited Maharashtra Elektrosmelt Ltd (MEL), India’s largest manganese-based ferro-alloys producer with a capacity to produce 1 lakh tonne of ferro-alloys, is a 
subsidiary of SAIL. Located at Chandrapur in the state of Maharashtra in western India, MEL produces high/medium/low carbon ferro-manganese and silico-manganese from manganese ore and 
quartz. In recent times, the plant has also pioneered the production of extra low carbon ferro-manganese and ferro-titanium. MEL’s ferro-alloys route has received ISO 9001:2000 certification.

UNITS
Raw Materials Division SAIL is India’s second largest iron ore producer. Its captive mines, mainly in central and eastern India, today meet 100% of the steel plants’ requirement of iron ore. To 
meet the enhanced iron ore requirement SAIL set up its Raw Materials Division (RMD) headquarters in Kolkata in 1989, bringing all the captive mines of the company under its ambit, barring those 
belonging to BSP (Rajhara-Dalli iron ore mines and Nandini-Hirri limestone-dolomite mines in the state of Chhattisgarh) and to VISL (in Karnataka) for logistical reasons.

The major mines of RMD are:
• Kiriburu Iron Ore Mines in Jharkhand     •   Meghahatuburu Iron Ore Mines in Jharkhand     •   Bolani Iron Ore Mines in Orissa     •   Barsua Iron Ore Mines in Orissa     •   Kalta Iron Ore Mines in 
Orissa     •   Manoharpur (Chiria) Iron Ore Mines in Jharkhand     •   Gua Iron Ore Mines in Jharkhand     •   Kuteshwar Limestone Mines in Madhya Pradesh     •   Bhawanathpur & Tu ls idamar 
(Dolomite) in Jharkhand

RMD also has a centralised workshop at Bolani for repair/overhauling of engines & transmission of heavy earthmoving machinery operating at the mines. Besides the above, RMD has three 
Customer Services Offices at Rourkela, Durgapur and Bokaro and three offices at New Delhi, Bhubaneswar, and Ranchi for liason and better coordination with various government agencies as well 
as different statutory agencies.

In tune with SAIL’s growth plan, various capacity expansion projects have been taken up at the RMD mines so as to cope up with the enhanced requirement of iron ore and limesstone of desired 
quality. The major projects cover the capacity expansion of Bolani Ore Mines, development of Central Block at Meghahatuburu and South Block at Kiriburu Iron Ore Mines and mechanisation and 
development of Chiria Mines. Development of new mines is also on the cards. Pellet plant with beneficiation facility is also envisaged to be setup to utilise available fines

COLLIERIES
SAIL has a captive collieries complex comprising four operating collieries viz. Chasnalla, Jitpur, Ramnagore and Tasra located in states of Jharkhand and West Bengal. In addition, two more projects viz. 
Sitanala in Jharkhand and Begunia in West Bengal are under development stage.

SAIL also has a captive washery at Chasnalla in Jharkhand, which supplies washed coking coal to SAIL plants.



Research & Development Centre for Iron & Steel SAIL’s R&D Centre for Iron & Steel (RDCIS) at 
Ranchi in the state of Jharkhand is Asia’s premier research organisation in the field of ferrous metallurgy. 
Set up in 1972, the unit has been providing innovative technological inputs to different units of SAIL, with 
special emphasis on cost reduction, product development, energy conservation and automation. Its 
research projects encompass the entire spectrum of iron & steel, from raw materials to finished 
products. RDCIS also offers technological services in the areas beyond steel and has the capability to 
provide technical consultancy services to other organisations and undertake contract research. Around 
300 highly qualified and skilled technical and scientific experts use an ultra-modern laboratory complex 
containing around 350 sophisticated diagnostic research equipment at RDCIS, which also has 6 pilot 
plant facilities.
Important collaborating organisations of RDCIS in India are the IITs, IISc and CSIR laboratories. Among 
its foreign collaborators are: 

• Tsniichermet, Russia
• MEFOS, Sweden 
• National Science Foundation and Naval Research Laboratory, USA
• NKK, Japan 
• CBMM, Brazil
• IFRF in the Netherlands 
•  Voest Alpine, Austria

Centre for Engineering & Technology The ISO 9001:2000 certified Centre for Engineering & 
Technology (CET) at Ranchi is SAIL’s technical consultancy wing. It is also the nodal agency for 
acquisition and lateral transfer of iron & steel technologies within the SAIL plants/units. CET offers 
services in project consultancy, design & engineering, project management, technology upgradation 
and performance improvement in all areas of iron & steel making. CET also formulates inter-plant 
standards for the steel industry.

Environment Management Division Headquartered in Kolkata, SAIL’s Environment Management 
Division (EMD) is the corporate nodal agency monitoring and facilitating achievement of environmental 
standards and pollution control activities in the company’s plants and mines. Certified with ISO 
9001:2000 QMS standards, EMD contributes to the integration of advanced eco-friendly technologies 
with basic production of steel.

SAIL Consultancy Division SAIL Consultancy Division (SAILCON) in New Delhi provides technical 
and management consultancy, operational and technical assistance and HRD and training services to 
the iron & steel industry. In addition, SAILCON offers a range of engineering and management services 
required by other industries. Among its clientele are companies in the copper, refractory, zinc, 
manganese, power and coal industries. 

SAIL Safety Organisation Implementation of the company’s Safety Policy across the steel plants and 
units, mines and warehouses for ensuring an accident-free work environment, as well as its promotion 
and enhancement is coordinated and monitored by the SAIL Safety Organisation (SSO) at Ranchi. It 
formulates and prepares appropriate procedures, systems, action plans, guidelines, etc., and makes 
consistent efforts to build competencies in the area of safety management through HR interventions. A 
multi-disciplinary Safety Engineering Department exists in each of the SAIL plants and mines.

Growth Division Based in Kolkata, this corporate unit coordinates and facilitates manufacture of 
various spares and other equipment for the SAIL plants, utilising the captive engineering shop facilities in 
each plant. It also manages the SAIL Growth Works in Kulti, West Bengal which produces a variety of 
ferrous and non-ferrous castings.





The ISO 9001:2000 certified Central Marketing Organisation 

(CMO) of SAIL, with its headquarters in Kolkata, is India's largest 

steel marketing set up. It undertakes home sales of carbon steels 

produced by SAIL's five main integrated steel plants through a 

countrywide network of 37 Branch Sales Offices spread across 

four regions, 25 departmental warehouses equipped with 

mechanised handling systems, 40 Consignment Agents and 24 

Customer Contact Offices. CMO's domestic marketing effort is 

supplemented by its ever-widening network of district dealers 

who meet the demands of the smallest customers in the 

remotest corners of the country. With the total number of dealers 

crossing 2,500, SAIL has its presence in all districts of the 

country. 

CMO's International Trade Division (ITD) in New Delhi handles 

exports of iron & steel of SAIL's five main integrated steel plants. 

The Transport & Shipping Division of CMO, with its headquarters 

in Kolkata, handles despatch of export consignments and import 

of coking coal and other materials through four port-based 

branch offices at Kolkata, Haldia, Paradip and Vishakhapatnam.

Specialised customer care SAIL's market-oriented product-

mix is complemented by a basic marketing philosophy which 

rests on value generation through: 

lextensive customer contact 

lkey account management

lsegment-wise approach 

lclose monitoring of order servicing

lattention to after-sales services 

lcontinual monitoring & improvement in customer satisfaction 

levels

Product groups While the overall marketing efforts of SAIL 

focus on the customer, the company has introduced some 

measures for total customer satisfaction. First among these is the 

reorientation of the entire marketing workforce into two product-

based groups – flat and long. This has been done in order to 

achieve closer interface and coordination with both group of 

customers as well as the steel plants, and to ensure that a 

customer receives focused attention from marketing personnel 

specialised in the specific product area.

Single-window service A Key Account Management system 

has also been introduced to provide superior quality of service to 

key customers. Every such customer receives single-window 

support services from key account managers at the branch and 

regional levels. 

Extensive dealer network Keeping in mind the requirements 

of customers who want small quantities of steel, SAIL has 

appointed dealers across India, even at remote locations, so that 

quality steel products – particularly SAIL JYOTI and SAIL TMT – 

can reach the furthest corners of the country. 

Application solutions SAIL has posted its application 

engineers in key locations to provide customers with  assistance 

on technical matters relating to material usage. These experts, 

combining metallurgical knowledge and marketing skills, play a 

key role in solving quality and application related problems of 

customers.





STRATEGIC INITIATIVES

Joint Ventures SAIL has promoted joint ventures in different areas ranging from power plants to 

e-commerce.

NTPC-SAIL Power Company Private Ltd Set up in March 2001, this 50:50 joint venture 

between SAIL and the National Thermal Power Corporation operates and manages the Captive 
Power Plants of Durgapur, Rourkela and Bhilai Steel Plants which have a combined capacity of 
314  MW.

Bokaro Power Supply Company Private Ltd This 50:50 joint venture between SAIL and the 

Damodar Valley Corporation formed in January 2002 is managing the 302-MW power generation 
and 660 tonnes per hour steam generation facilities at Bokaro Steel Plant.

M-Junction Services Ltd A joint venture between SAIL and Tata Steel on 50:50 basis, the 

company promotes e-commerce activities in steel and related areas. SAIL uses this platform 
extensively for procurement of inputs and sales of certain materials.

SAIL & MOIL Ferro Alloys Pvt. Ltd SAIL's 50:50 joint venture with Manganese Ore (India) Ltd 

has been set up to produce ferro- and silico-manganese at Bhilai.

Bhilai Jaypee Cement Ltd This 26:74 joint venture with Jaiprakash Associates Ltd is setting 

up a cement plant of 2.2 MT capacity at Bhilai/Satna utilising slag generated during blast furnace 
operations at BSP.

Bokaro Jaypee Cement Ltd Another 26:74 joint venture with Jaiprakash Associates Ltd for a 

2.1 MT cement plant at Bokaro utilising slag generated during blast furnace operations at BSL.

S&T Mining Company Pvt. Ltd. SAIL has incorporated a joint company with TATA Steel for 

joint acquisition & development of coal blocks/mines. New indigenous opportunities for coking 
coal development are being explored by the Joint Venture company for securing coking coal 
supplies.

Memoranda of Understanding SAIL has signed memoranda of understanding with a number of leading industrial enterprises in India and abroad, including the following, for strategic purposes:

lBesides the above, SAIL has also become a partner in a special purpose vehicle formed by five Indian public sector giants for scouting coal properties abroad. The four other partners are National 
Thermal Power Corporation, Coal India Ltd, National Mineral Development Corporation and Rashtriya Ispat Nigam Ltd.

lLarsen & Toubro Ltd – To jointly set up, develop, manage and own captive/independent power plant(s) at suitable location/s to meet future power requirements of SAIL including opportunities to 

own captive thermal coal blocks to cater to the power plants' requirements.

l  Shipping Corporation of India Ltd – To set up a joint venture which will provide shipping-related services to SAIL for imported coking coal and also to participate in worldwide dry bulk shipping 

trade.

lGovernment of Kerala – To enhance production from the existing facilities at Steel Complex Ltd in Calicut owned by the state government, and also to set up, develop and manage a 65,000 tonne 

TMT rolling mill along with balancing facilities and auxiliaries.

lPOSCO – To establish strategic alliance for aligning and cooperating in a wide range of strategic business & commercial areas.

lM/s Heavy Engineering Corporation (HEC) – for equipment/spares required for modernization/expansion

lDLW, Varanasi (Indian Railways) – for procurement of high power locomotives

lBangalore-based Bharat Earth Movers Limited (BEML) – for supply of heavy earth moving equipment

lM/s Siemens Ltd – for manpower training, IIM, Ahmedabad and Management Development Institute (MDI), Gurgaon for knowledge sharing

lMilitary Engineering Services (MES) and Married Accommodation Project (MAP) – of Ministry of Defence, Govt. of India for long-term supply of construction steel.

lRashtriya Ispat Nigam Ltd. (RINL) - To jointly explore and develop low silica limestone mines in the Sultanate of Oman. 

lMineral Exploration Corporation Limited (MECL) – To undertake exploration in SAIL mines. Total exploration required in Iron ore and flux mines is estimated to be over 1 lakh metres to be 

planned over a period of 5 years. 

lRajasthan State Mines & Minerals Limited (RSMML) for long-term supply of low-silica limestone





SAIL believes in making a meaningful difference to the lives of 
a large section of the people in society. Along with setting 
new benchmarks in growth and production, the company 
has also taken upon a huge number of CSR initiatives since 
its inception. SAIL has established 61 primary health centers 
and 24 hospitals to provide specialised health care to almost 
20.7 million people. It has opened 138 schools in and around 
steel townships to provide education to over 74,000 
children. In addition it has adopted 79 villages across 8 states 
for exclusive development.

The company's townships in Bhilai and Bokaro and 
peripheral areas within a 10 km radius have been declared 
'Polio-free' by WHO since 2000. 

Through its initiatives in the field of education, SAIL is now 
able to cover about 394 villages in the peripheral areas 
providing thousands of students access to quality education. 

The company has constructed more than 5000 new 
infrastructure facilities to provide access to potable water for 
people living in far-flung areas. This has benefited more than 
38 lakh people.

SAIL has been involved in the construction and repair of 
90.45 kms of pucca roads thereby providing access to 1.72 
lakh people during more than 73 lakh people till now.

SAIL has more than 1,800 units registered with the company 
as ancillary units. 

The Mahila Samaj/Samitis in the SAIL plants/units, with 
4,000 members and 15 affiliations to national level 
organisations, have been pioneering community welfare 
activities, benefiting thousands of women from the weaker 
economic sections or belonging to SC/ST communities. 

One major initiative in the area of preventive health which is 
being implemented across all SAIL plants/units is HIV/AIDS 
Prevention and Control Programme. In 2003, the 
International Labour Organisation documented SAIL's 
HIV/AIDS programme as a case study for workplace 
intervention.    

Promotion of sports has been an integral part of the 
corporate philosophy of SAIL right from its inception. The 
basic philosophy of SAIL for development of sports focuses 
on spotting young talent and imparting training to them in 
order to develop them to national and international 
standards, formation of academies in selected sports 
disciplines and promoting promising talents by awarding 
scholarships.  

The steel townships of SAIL possess impressive sports 
infrastructure some of which conform to national and 
international standards. Residential academies for 
promotion of athletics, football, archery and hockey have 
also been set up in plant/unit locations.



Since 1959, the plants of SAIL have 
been contributing to the realisation of 
the grand vision of our nation’s 
founding fathers of an industrially self-
reliant India. Trusted for its ability to 
serve the nat ional  interest  by 
continually striving to strengthen its 
fundamentals, SAIL has become a true 
representative of the new age India. 
Dedicated to sustained development, 
SAIL embodies the vision, grit and 
determination that help to add “a little 
bit of SAIL in everybody’s life” every day.






